Design drafting professionals create visual plans, drawings, and 3D models that affect every facet of life. Without a drafter’s visual graphic, nothing can be manufactured, built, made, or sold.

**COMPETITIVE ENTRY**
No

**PROGRAM START**
August

**TUITION AND FEES**
Associate Degree
$13,938

**BOOKS AND SUPPLIES**
Associate Degree
$2,148

**PREREQUISITES**
None

**LOCATION**
Pocatello Campus
Vocational Arts Building (#46)

**CLASS SCHEDULE**
Monday through Friday
8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

**DEGREE OPTIONS**
- Mechanical Drafting Intermediate Technical Certificate 1 year
- Computer Aided Design Drafting Advanced Technical Certificate 2 years
- Computer Aided Design Drafting Associate of Applied Science 2 years
- Bachelor of Applied Science 4+ years

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**
- Engineering and architectural firms
- Machinery manufacturers
- Architectural and structural fabricators
- Construction companies

The Association of Technology, Management, and Applied Engineering

What we learned in the classroom we got to experience hands-on. We were able to use our knowledge and our tools, so to speak, in real world situations. If you have any desire to play with your hands and your mind at the same time, the CADD program is the perfect place for it.

- Crystal White-Wilkinson, CADD Graduate

**COMPASS**
- WRITING: 55
- PRE-ALGEBRA: 45

**ACT**
- ENGLISH: 14
- MATH: 19

**SAT**
- ENGLISH: 360
- MATH: 460

85.7% GRADUATES EMPLOYED OR CONTINUING EDUCATION LAST YEAR

$50,710 NATIONAL MEDIAN INCOME

$44,633 IDAHO MEDIAN INCOME

(208) 282-2800
isu.edu/ctech